
HOW TO USE PATTERNS IN DECOR
5 Easy Ways To Incorporate Them Into Your Home
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Patterns can be a great way to add personality to any space. The key, is mixing them together so they 
compliment one another and look layered. Think of it like you would your clothing. Too much of 
something and it’s overwhelming. Too little and it’s slightly boring. We want it to be just right.

Start small: Incorporate patterns into pillows or blankets.

If you’re new with adding patterns, the quickest, easiest and often the cheapest way to incorporate them 
is by adding pillows or blankets to any room in your home. Try mixing different pillows together, but 
make sure you have a solid pillow to balance everything. And no harm here, if you don’t like the pattern 
or combination, keep moving things around!

Get Brave: Add patterned furniture.

Patterned furniture is a great way to add interest to your room. While furniture can often be expensive, 
it’s best to start with smaller furniture items before investing money into large items, like a couch. 
Consider buying an ottoman, a side chair, or even a bench that has patterned fabric. 

Get Even Braver: Add patterned rugs.
 
Adding pAdding patterned rugs may not seem so brave, until it’s an 8 x 10 that’s the focal point of your room. In 
this situation, look at pattern scale in comparison to your space, as well as the color of the pattern. A 
more subtle color won’t highlight the pattern as much, making it a safer choice. A darker or more vibrant 
color will enhance the pattern, making it the focal point. With rugs, I lean more on subtle patterns and 
colors. Rugs can be expensive, so it’s easier to change things in a room when the pattern isn’t as loud. 

Go Big: Add patterned wallpaper.
 
A patterned wall can absolutely make a statement! Look to wallpaper for a fast upgrade to any space, but 
the same concept as patterned rugs applies here too. The bigger the pattern, and more contrast in color, 
the more bold it will appear. Pick something you’ll want to live with for a while. 

Go Bigger: Add patterned tile or carpet.
 
PPatterned tile, or carpet is one of the biggest ways to add pattern into any space. Be sure you love the 
pattern, color and shape, because this is nearly permanent. That’s not to say you can’t change it later, but 
be consience of your style and the overall vision of the space. If this is your first time, choose neutral 
colors that can work with many different styles. That way, you’ll be able to enjoy it longer as your style 
may grow and change with new trends or decorating ideas. 
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